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Ozone Depletion, Developing Countries,
and Human Rights: Seeking Better

Ground on Which to Fight for Protection
of the Ozone Layer
VICTOR WILLIAMS*

I urge you not to take a complacent view of the situation. The
state of depletion of the ozone layer continues to be alarming....
In February, 1993, the ozone levels over North America and most
of Europe were 20 percent below normal.... Even now, millions
of tons of CFC Ichlorofluorocarbon] products are en route to their
fatal stratospheric rendezvous.... This exponential increase calls
for increased reflection on the state of the ozone layer and calls
for bold decisions.
-Elizabeth Dowdesell, Undersecretary General and Executive
General of the United Nations Environmental Programme

In addressing the Bangkok meeting of the signatories to the
Montreal Protocol, UNEP Executive General Elizabeth Dowdesell
noted that while CFC consumption and production by "developed"
nations had decreased an average of 45 percent since 1987, "developing" countries2 had increased their CFC consumption by 54 percent during that same period.3 This revelation should not have come

* Assistant Professor of Law, John Jay College of the City University of New
York. B.A. Ouachita University (1980); M.A.T. National-Louis University (1982); Ed.M.
Harvard University (1984); Cert. of Comp. University of Oxford (1987); J.D. University
of California-Hastings College of the Law (1990); LL.M. Columbia University School
of Law (1994).
' Ozone Destruction Now At 'Alarming' Levels: U.N. Official, Agence France
Press, Nov. 17, 1993, available in LEXIS, News Library, Allnws File [hereinafter
'Alarming' Levels].
2 In keeping with the language of discourse in contemporary legal literature, "developed" nations are sometimes hereinafter referred to as "north" countries, and "developing" nations are sometimes referred to as "south" countries.
3 'Alarming' Levels, supra note 1. Indeed, General Dowdesell noted that consumpdon in three of the Article 5 parties had increased by more than 80 percent. See Ozone
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as a surprise to any of the attendee nations." Indeed, contemporary
regimes for addressing the world's environmental problems, including that of ozone depletion, explicitly promote a disparity in "sovereign responsibility," and implicitly sanction environmentally irresponsible conduct, in a campaign to obtain a universal international
response to environmental issues.5Developed nations are surprisingly silent in response to the developing world's call for "economic
equity." The developed world thus has agreed to "pay" while developing nations "pollute." Most recently, the developing world has
come to expect "exceptions" to nonpollution agreements and to
demand "payments" as if such past cooperative gestures were vested
"entitlements." Meanwhile, the health and well-being of individuals
worldwide, particularly the most vulnerable among earth's citizenry,
are reduced to relative "considerations" that might be factored into a

Depletion: Three-Year, $510 Million Budget Approved at Montreal Protocol Meeting,
INT'L ENVT'L REP (BNA), Dec. 14, 1993, available in LEXIS, News Library, Allnws
File.
Notwithstanding her strong statements, Dowdesell "did not see any urgency to
move up the phase-out dates for the use of ozone-depleting substances in developing
countres." Dowdesell noted that "these countries now have a grace period until 2000 to
phase out chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), but no deadline for most other ozone depleters."
Id.
, The developed world has recognized the gross potential the developing world
has for massive pollution, see, e.g., Robert J. Saunders, Is It Economically Viable for
Developing Countries to Cut Down Carbon Dioxide Emissions, 9 ARIZ J. INTL'L &
COMP. L. 205 (1992), stating:
On a global scale, the growth in energy consumption in developing countries over the past two decades has been more than seven times that of
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development ("OCED")
countries (5.3% per year compared with 0.7% per year) ...
Over the next few decades, it is projected that commercial energy consumption in the developing world will increase dramatically and will account for almost all of the increase in world energy consumption.
Id. at 206. See generally RICHARD ELLIOT BENEDICT, OZONE DIPLOMACY: NEW DIRECTIONS IN SAFEGUARDING THE PLANET (1991).
For an interesting related article discussing the potential conflict between the
Montreal Multilateral Fund's subsidies to developing nations and the provisions of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, see Robert F. Housman & Durwood J. Zaelke,
Trade, Environment, and Sustainable Development: A Primer, 15 HASTINGS INT'L &
CoMP. L. REV. 535, 580 (1992).
6 As goes the discourse, the developing world is most often offered "carrots" to
induce their cooperation in international environmental responsibility. For a recent article
appraising the use of trade "sticks" such as the Pelly Amendment to force environmental
responsibility, see Steve Charnovitz, Encouraging Environmental Cooperation through the
Pelly Amendment, 3 J. ENV'T AND DEV. 3 (1994), stating: "Unilateral trade sanctions
should not be the tool of first resort. But when properly linked to international agreement, the use of trade vigilantism against environmental scofflaws or laggards ought to
continue to be available as a tool of last resort."
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global environmental response. Developed nations even encourage
reckless environmental practices on the part of developing nations in
the narrow interest of mutual economic gain' or short-term political
favor! The relegation of individual health to one consideration
among many reflects the international community's rejection of the
notion that its legitimacy springs from, and is dependent on, the
support of individuals and not nations.9
Japan's most recent attempt to jump aboard the developing
world's "exemptions" train, at the very time that statistics indicate
that the Antarctic hole in the ozone layer at is its worst point ever, 0 reflects a related theoretical concern with the north-south inequity of responsibility. The development of an international environmental paradigm with a foundation of inequality of environmental
obligation will eventually breed resentment in the north. This will
occur sooner than later, if in times of significant economic downturn, developed nations sacrifice disproportionally. This resentment

' See Joseph LaIour, F-xort of Enviromental Responsibility, 49 ARCH'IVES OF
ENVT-. HEALTH 6 (1994).

' Indeed, by endorsing the use of CFC-substitutes, which also are ozone-depleting,
the Montreal Protocol actually gave industries in developed countries incentives to market
the substitutes in developing countries. See William Barnes, Greenpeace Criticizes UN
Ozone Policy, SoUrH CHINA MORNING POST, Nov. 18, 1993, at 14.
9 For an excellent discussion of the proposition that states' rights are merely derivative of the rights and interests of individuals residing within them, see Fernando R.
Teson, The Kanuian Theory of International Law, 92 COLUM. L. REv. 53 (1992). Individual protection on the international level, of course, depends on individual respect and
responsibility on a personal level. See generally Gady A. Epstein, You May Be Violating
A Boycott Right Now, HOUSTON CHRON., Sept. 16, 1993, at I (quoting Todd Putnam,
editor of the NATIONAL BoycoTr NEws, as stating: "Corporations are the ones calling
the shots in this country." Putnam stated that corporations "need an economic incentive
to be socially responsible, and by buying their products, consumers aren't providing that
incentive.... You can't have responsible companies until you have responsible consumers."); Cameron Cosgrove, Irvine Effort to Protect Ozone Layer Has Future Generations
in Mind, L.A. TIMES, July 2, 1989, Part 2, at 12 ("Indeed, not only must businesses
change, but their customers must also contribute to solving this problem. . . . But isn't
that a small price to pay to protect the environment that all of us - businesses and
consumers alike - rely upon for our survival?"); Bob Sipchen, Rules for the Ethical
Exploitation of Nature; Environmental Ethics Duties to and Values in the Natural World
by Holmes Rolston Ill, L.A. Timse, Feb. 21, 1988, at 6 (book review) (Rolston suggests
that policy-makers should follow maxims such as: "'Recognize that environmental decisions must be one place where the model (myth?) of the perpetually expanding economy
is broken' and 'Remember that the bottom line ought not to be black unless it can also
be green. Given that there is no healthy economy built on a sick environment,..
what's good for the countryside is good for the company."').
" Surprising Level of Ozone Depletion Seen During Antarctic Summer Months,
WMO Reports, INT'L ENvM. RE,'. (BNA), Sept. 1, 1994, available in LEXIS, News
Library, Allnws File.
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of inequality may build to threaten to break the resolve of the developed world to protect our globe's ozone layer. Inequity of responsibility breeds special resentment from nations that are classified as
"developed," and are thus held to the attendant high standards, yet
have particular economic concerns and/or environmental problems.
The newly independent nations of Central and Eastern Europe exemplify this. Nevertheless, the focus of the south at the October
1994 Nairobi Conference of signatories was a demand for immediate payments of money from north to south," and a demand for
greater control by developing countries over the Global Environmental Facility that was established to help fund environment-protection efforts in developing countries. 2 Perhaps these latest developments demonstrate that the world community has gone too far in
"reaching out" to the developing world and sacrificing environmental integrity for long-term promises; too far in compromising potential universal gains in ozone depletion and other areas of international environmental concern in the interest of unanimity of future response.' 3 Perhaps the north should reexamine how good faith accommodation has been transformed by the south into a vested entitlement. At the core of such reexamination must be a meaningful
commitment to reprioritize individual human rights and security
over economic activities that threaten the world's non-replenishable
environmental resources.
After describing the causes, and assessing the magnitude, of the
most recent assessments of the ozone depletion problem, this article
discusses the two predominate legal mechanisms (i.e., customary
international law and treaties or similar agreements) that have been
used to force and shape an international response to that and similar
environmental problems. This article discusses the manner in which
customary law historically has been used to obtain equitable results
that do not discriminate against nations in resolving transnational
environmental disputes. Those results are contrasted with the results
that most recently have been obtained under treaties. This section
asserts that the recent approach to the ozone problem establishes
unacceptable regimes, under which developing nations are given

" See Nicholas Schoon, Antarctic Ozone Damage at Records Levels, INDEPENDENT,
OcL 5, 1994, at 4.
2 Horace Awori, Environment: West Accused of Stalling on Biodiversity Treaty,
INTERPRESS SERV., July 1, 1994, available in LEXIS, News Library, Allnws File.

"J For an alternative analysis of international environmental issues, see CHRISTOPmER D. STONE, THE GNATT Is OLDER THAN MAN: GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT AND THE
HUMAN AGENDA (1993).
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virtual carte blanche authority, and are actually encouraged by
developed nations to pollute and destroy the world atmosphere.
Such authority is given at the economic and environmental expense
of complying and responsible developed nations.'4 In addition, and
perhaps most importantly, it blatantly sacrifices the health and wellbeing of the most vulnerable members of all societies for the sake
of a tenuous international consensus.
The article next discusses and rejoins a recent article published
in the Tulane Environmental Law Journal that advocates the continuation, and expansion, of favored treatment treaty status for developing nations. The article explores the practical poverty of this
work's "entitlement" and "non-compliance" argument, and suggests
that the international community should reject these "carrot regimes"
in favor of an "environmental policy stick," which is more consistent with the principles of customary international law that prioritize
the interests of those who are most susceptible to the consequences
of ozone depletion.
Proceeding from the assumptions that activity which is wrong
and illegal by developed nations cannot be encouraged or condoned
for developing countries, and that the world community owes a
special duty to protect its most vulnerable members and its immutably common environmental assets, the article concludes by suggesting that the international community should reexamine the adequacy
of disparate international legal regimes, and should continue to
address critical issues such as ozone depletion. Indeed, as developing countries continue to demonstrate their true potential for population growth and irresponsible industrial development (and the corresponding environmentally destructive effects,)"5 the international
" The encouragement of developing country success scenarios becomes "a bit more
complicated when China's economic miracle produces acid rain that destroys Siberian
forests, or when it contributes to global warming that causes the seas to rise and inunMhe biggest worry of all, at least for Americans and Europeans,
date Bangladesh. ...
may be China's contribution to global warming." Nicholas D. Kristof, This Time It's For
Real, FOREGN AFF., Nov. 1993, at 59.
" See Ved P. Nanda, World Environment Is Cause for Alarm, DENVER PosT, Oct.
2, 1994, at F4. Professor Nanda states:
In recent official reports, China has acknowledged that it is paying
a heavy price in environmental degradation for its economic development ... The New York Times recently repeated the warning
issued last year by the National Committee on United States-China
Relations: "China presents ecological problems so severe that they
constitute a collective crisis with global consequences and powerful
implications for America."
Id.
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legal community will be forced to reexamine the environmental
Orwellian order in which all nations are equal - but some nations
are more equal than others.
I. THE PROBLEM OF OZONE DEPLETION

A. Chlorofluorocarbonsand the Destruction of the Globe's Protective Shield
Our globe is shielded from the destructive forces of the ultraviolet rays of the sun by a blanket of protective ozone - an atmospheric layer consisting of three-atom oxygen molecules - that is
found high in the heaven's stratosphere. Since the mid-1970s, scientists have warned that this delicate blanket of ozone is easily, directly, and severely damaged by the release of chlorofluorocarbon
(CFC) gases into the earth's atmosphere.' 6 In 1974, the first of
such information, the Molina and Rowland report, was released.
That report candidly observed:
Chlorofluoromethanes are being added to the environment in
steadily increasing amounts. These compounds are chemically
inert and may remain in the atmosphere for 4-150 years, and
concentrations can be expected to reach 10-30 times present levels. Photodissociation of the chlorofluoromethanes in the stratosphere produces significant amounts of chlorine atoms, and leads
to the destruction of the atmospheric ozone.7
In the 1970s and early 1980s, further scientific investigation
confirmed the severity of the threat posed by CFC gases to the
earth's ozone layer. I" Most importantly, this research established
that the damaging CFC release was attributable to the manufacture
and use of aerosols, refrigerants, and plastic foams. It also suggested
that ozone depletion could be curtailed by reducing and altering the
production of goods that release CFCs. 9 Certain nations, including

16

See,

e.g.,

Mario

J.

Molina

&

F.S.

Rowland,

Stratospheric Sink for

Chlorofluoromethanes: Chlorine Atomic-Atalysed Destruction of Ozone, 249 NATuRE 810
(1974) [hereinafter "Molina and Rowland Report"].
17

m

11

See UNITED STATES NATIONAL RESEARCH CoUNCIL, HALOCARBONS: ENVIRON-

MENTAL EFFEcFs OF CLOROFLUOROmETHANE RELASE (Report of Committee on Impacts
of Stratospheric Change, 1976).
1

See UNITED STATES NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, PROTECION AGAINST DE-

PLETION OF STRATOSPHERIC OZONE BY CHLoROFLUOROCARBONs (Report of Committee
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Canada, the United States, and Sweden, moved unilaterally to reduce, and then to ban, the production of CFC-based aerosols.' ° Unfortunately, the unilateral actions of a few nations did not reduce the
grave threat posed by CFC depletion of the ozone layer.2
B. Malignant Effects of Ultraviolet Exposure
The cumulative release of CFCs into the earth's atmosphere has
a severe damaging effect on the ozone layer. Ozone depletion is far
from being considered harmless or inconsequential; indeed, such
destruction of the globe's protective blanket allows dangerous levels
of the sun's ultraviolet rays to reach the earth. This exposure to the
force and power of the sun dramatically affects all of the earth's
living organisms. In addition to altering the earth's climate and
atmospheric circulation, the direct exposure of plants and crops to
the sun's ultraviolet rays can cause significant agricultural damage
and irreversibly mutate the oceans's food chain.'
As recent scientific projects indicate, the menacing effects of
ultraviolet exposure on human beings can hardly be overstated.'
Ultraviolet rays can24 cause malignant skin cancers and other dermatological maladies,

cataracts and other abnormalities of vision,

and irreparable damage to the immune system, leaving affected
individuals vulnerable to innumerable infectious illnesses.' One
on Impacts of Stratospheric Change and Committee on Alternatives for the Reduction of
Chlorofluorocarbon Emissions, 1979).
See LYDIA DOTrO & HAROLD ScI~wF, THE OZoNE WAR (1978).
21 Indeed, "[wihile ozone-depleting chemicals are slowly being phased out by international agreement, their destructive effect is not expected to peak until about the turn of
the century because they persist in the upper atmosphere a long time." Bill Dietrich,
Ozone Loss May Mean Increase in Skin Cancer - NW Could See 10-20 Percent Rise,
Researchers Predict, SEATTLE TIMEs, Nov. 26, 1993, at Al.
2 See Parties to Vienna Ozone Layer Convention Meet, THE XINHUA GENERAL
OVERSEAS NEws SERVICE, Nov. 23, 1993, available in LEXIS, New Library, Allnws
File.
,, Skin Cancer Expected to Rise in New Zealand South Island, XINHAU NEws
AGENCY, Sept. 27, 1994, available in LEXIS, News Library, Allnws File.
2
A study by the National Center for Atmospheric Research in Boulder, Colorado,
predicted: "[Slkin-cancer rates in the Pacific Northwest will rise about 10 percent to 20
percent in coming decades because of depletion of the Earth's ozone layer since 1979."
Bill Dietrich, Ozone Loss May Mean Increase in Skin Cancer - NW Could See 10-20
Percent Rise, Researchers Predict, SEATTLE TIMES, Nov. 26, 1992, at Al.
"' See EL EL-HINNAWi & M. HAsHmMi, THE UNITED NATIONS ENVIRONMENT
PROGRAMME: THE STATE OF THE ENVIRONMENT 11-17 (1987); see also Parties to Vienna Ozone Layer Convention Meet, THE XINHUA GENERAL OVERSEAS NEWS SERVICE,
Nov. 23, 1993, available in LEXIS, Nexis Library, Current File; Cameron Cosgrove,
Irvine Effort to Protect Ozone Layer Has Future Generations in Mind, L.A. TIMES, July
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environmental public interest organization representative said: "it is
no exaggeration to say that the health and safety of millions of
people around the world are at stake."'
C. Past Time for Action, No Time for Excuses
In the 1980s, further scientific inquiry into the damage to the
earth's ozone layer confirmed a worst case scenario: despite the best
efforts of responsible nations, the ozone problem was growing
worse each year.27 Indeed, not only was ozone being depleted, but
a large "hole" in the ozone layer had developed over Antarctica. In
1987, this hole was described as the "width of the continental United States and the depth of Mount Everest." This discovery caused
great concern and, as will be discussed, evoked an uncustomarily
rapid response from the world's scientific communities and governmental institutions.29
In 1991, other ozone holes were discovered over Scandina°
via.' Moreover, reports indicated that ozone depletion was twice
2, 1989, Part 2, at 12.
Ozone depletion is also harmful to animals:
Pet owners in Australia . . . have been urged to coat their dogs and cats
with sunscreen and tie hats on them before they are allowed out in the
hot midday sum. The Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals and Greenpeace Australia said pet owners had to realize that their
animals were in as much danger from sun-related diseases as humans.
Greenpeace released a report on the effect of ozone depletion in southern
Australia and New Zealand, with farmers claiming to have witnessed a rise
in skin cancer, sunburn and eye diseases among their livestock.
A Look Around the World: Sun Block Urged for Pets, CHI. SUN-TIMES, Dec. 12, 1993,
at 35.
2* A Gaping Hole in the Sky, NEWSWEEK July 11, 1988, at 21. Attending the
recent 1993 Bangkok meeting of signatories to the Montreal Protocol, Thai Deputy Prime
Minister Banyat Bantadtan said: "It is beyond any shadow of doubt that depletion of the
stratospheric ozone layer is a major threat to mankind." William Barnes, Greenpeace
Criticizes UN Ozone Policy, SOUTH CHINA MoRNmIG POST, Nov. 18, 1993, at 14.
" See Ved Nanda, Stratospheric Ozone Depletion: A Challenge for International
Environmental Law and Policy, 10 MICH. J. INT'L L. 482 (1989).
28 Elizabeth Barrett-Brown, Building A Monitoring and Compliance Regime Under
the Montreal Protocol, 16 YALE J. INT'L L. 519, 528 (1991). More recently, one observer noted: "The hole, equivalent in size to Europe, amounts to the destruction of 60
percent of the ozone layer above Antarctica." 'Alarming' Levels, supra note 1.
' Scientific research has found that in addition to the direct effects of ultraviolet
damage to the world's living organisms, damage to the earth's stratosphere may lead to
significant global warming. Although the evidence is somewhat tenuous in this regard,
some scientists predict acute consequences for the earth's climate and biological diversity.
See Daniel B. Botkin, Global Warming: What It Is, What Is ControversialAbout It, and
What We Might Do In Response To It, 9 U.C.L.A. J. ENVTL L. & POL'Y 111 (1991).
' See Scientists Detect Hole in the Ozone Above Three Scandinavian Nations, 14
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as severe as expected over North America.31 In a recent study reported in the November, 1993, issue of thejournal Science, Canadian scientists Jim Kett and C.T. McElroy observed that large increases in hazardous ultraviolet rays reaching the earth's surface have
been measured in the last four years, and causally linked those
increases to the destruction of the ozone layer. Although previous
studies had speculated that ozone depletion was a direct cause of
increased ultraviolet radiation, this report presented tangible evidence of such causation.32
The Kett-McElroy study represents a breakthrough in the scientific community in measuring ultraviolet radiation in a populated
area (Toronto) and linking such radiation to ozone depletion." In
response to the study, John Firor, Director of Advanced Studies at
the National Center for Atmospheric Research in Boulder, Colorado,
stated: "By detecting those increases in a populated area, they show
that the ozone depletion is beginning to increase ultraviolet light in
places where harm to living systems may result."34
Environmental groups also have heralded the report as supporting the need for increased international efforts to reduce man-made,
ozone-depleting chemicals. As Michael Oppenheimer, a senior scientist with the Environmental Defense Fund, recently stated: "This
study points up the need to move quickly to eliminate ozone-depleting chemicals.... A thinning ozone layer which causes... increased radiation on our planet will have significant impacts on
people, wildlife and natural ecosystems."3
The results of the 1993 research were confirmed in October,
1994, when other scientific researchers found the hole in the ozone
layer to be at its worst ever. The World Meteorological Organiza-

hNT'L EmV'T REP. (BNA) 68 (1991).
" See William K. Stevens, Ozone Loss Over U.S. Is Found to be Twice as Bad
as Predicted, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 5, 1991, at Al; "In February 1993, the ozone levels
over North America and most of Europe were 20 percent below normal." 'Alarming'
Levels, supra note 1.
32 Frank Clifford & Maria Cone, Big Rise in UV Rays Linked to Ozone Loss, L.A.
TIMEs, Nov. 12, 1993, at Al. The scientists stated: "we saw large increases in ozone
depletion and large increases in ultraviolet radiation over the same period.. . . Before,
we didn't have long records (measuring) ultraviolet radiation. This is the first link which
attributes it directly to ozone." Id.
3 Interestingly, as some ozone depletion occurs naturally, the study suggests that
some of the depletion may have resulted from a volcanic eruption in the Philippines.

Such natural destruction of the ozone layer only increases the obligation of all nations to

help reduce as much unnatural ozone layer destruction as possible. Id.
34 Id.
35 id.
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tion announced that Antarctic monitoring stations had measured
ozone concentrations as low as 55 per cent of mid-1980s levels and
that the Antarctic ozone hole covered over three-quarters of Antarctica in addition to adjacent oceans.' Confirming this report, the
New Zealand Antarctic Program and the National Institute of Water
and Atmospheric Research also reported the Antarctic ozone hole to
be "larger and more intense than last year."37 Readings from the
edge of the ozone hole showed 129 Dobson units, compared with
the benchmark mid-1980s readings of 330 Dobson units.3" As the
world prepares to enter the 21st Century, severe risks from ozone
destruction present a definite challenge of to individual nations of
both north and south, and likewise present a challenge to the international legal order.
11. A DEVOLVING INTERNATIONAL LEGAL RESPONSE

Two predominant legal mechanisms have been used to force
and shape an international response to environmental issues, including the problem of ozone depletion: customary international law and
treaty regimes. In addition to, or absent from, a specific treaty or
international agreement governing a given area of international law,
one may invoke customary (common) international law before a
world tribunal having jurisdiction over the dispute in question. If the
tribunal determines that customary international law prohibits some
act of a nation, it may assess penalties or attempt to prevent the
nation's continued wrongful activity.
In those instances in which an international agreement or treaty
governs a given subject, an injured state or individual may seek to
enforce that agreement via its enforcement provisions. Those provisions usually range from a lesser to a greater degree of an adjudicative process. Importantly, although the legal community has witnessed an increasing contemporary reliance on treaties and similar
agreements to regulate environmental-impacting activities of nations,
there essentially has been no corresponding change in the interna-

3' Ozone Depletion: Seasonal Decline Over Antarctica Shows Record Loss in September, WMO Says, IN.'L ENVTL. REP. (BNA), Oct. 5, 1994, available in LEXIS, News
Library, Allnws file.
" See Ozone Layer: September 1994 Levels Lowest Ever Measured, Oct. 6, 1994,

GRnmwwn, available in LEXIS, News Library, Allnws File, Oct. 6, 1994.
3/ Id
" See WESTON, FALK, & D'AMATO, IMNATIONAL LAW AND WORLD ORDER

0990).
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tional legal institutions that monitor such activities. ' As one commentator reported:
[Ejnvironmental problems are spilling across international borders
much faster than the world is developing ways to deal with them,
according to a new study by the Worldwatch Institute.... Looking ahead to the upcoming Earth Summit, the study by the Washington-based group urges world leaders to undertake a major
reform of longstanding international institutions such as the World
Bank and the United Nations and to adopt treaties to address
specific problems.... Unfortunately... government negotiators ... seem more inclined to tinker with existing laws and institutions than to undertake a needed overhaul. In addition... developing countries are disinclined to strengthen international institutions...."
In considering the direction future responses to the ozone depletion problem should take, the world community perhaps should
seriously consider making changes in regimes that would command
equality of responsibility and insure global compliance.
A. Customary InternationalLaw: Equality of Responsibility
For years, customary international law was the primary legal
authority governing international environmental disputes. That authority, as developed in, and pursuant to, three seminal cases, gave
legal force to the maxim "do no harm to others." When applied to
individual international disputes, the law achieved equitable, nonnation-discriminatory results.
The legal duty to refrain from harming others was first addressed in the 1941 Trail Smelter arbitration, where an international
arbitration authority determined that the nation of Canada was liable

See generally John H. Barton & Barry E. Carter, International Law and Institutions for a New Age, 81 GEo. L.J. 535 (1993); Jost Delbruck, A More Effective International Law or a New "World Law"? - Some Aspects of the Development of International Law in a Changing International System, 68 IND. LJ. 705 (1993); Mark Allan
Gray, The United Nations Environment Programme: An Assessment, 20 ENVTL. L. 291
(1990); Developments in the Law - International Environmental Law: IV Assent To and
Enforcement of International Environmental Agreements, 104 HARV. L. REv. 1550
(1991); Developments in the Law - International Environmental Law: V Institutional
Agreements, 104 HARV. L. REv. 1580 (1991); Note, Montreal Protocol Noncompliance
Procedure: The Best Approach to Resolving International Environmental Disputes?, 80
GEo. LJ. 1973 (1992).
" Dianne Dumanoski, Global Solutions Sought on Pollution, BOSTON GLOBE, Mar.
15, 1992, at 8.
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to certain United States citizens for air pollution which crossed over
the Canada-United States border.4' The smelting process of Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company of Canada released a significant amount of sulfur dioxide into the air. This pollution traveled
with the air currents 11 miles south, crossing the international border into the state of Washington, harming homes, farms, livestock,
and certain residents of Stevens County. In an important decision
that gave the force of international law to the latin phrase sic utere
tuo ut alienum non laedas (use your own property so as not to
injure that of another), the international arbitration commission held
the Canadian company liable for the transnational pollution.43
Eight years later, the customary international legal principle
that nations must affirmatively refrain from harming other nations
was reinforced. In the Corfu Channel" case, the International
Court of Justice held the nation of Albania liable to Great Britain
for the destruction of two battleships that were destroyed by underwater mines. In an expansive holding, the Court ruled that circumstantial evidence was sufficient to give Albania constructive knowledge that mines had been laid in the Corfu Channel. The court
further found that Albania had failed to warn Great Britain of the
hazard, notwithstanding that knowledge.' The court relied on customary international legal principles to impose an affirmative obligation on each nation "not to knowingly allow its territory to be used
contrary to the rights of other states."'46
Twenty-five years later, in the Nuclear Tests cases, the International Court of Justice was asked to consider whether France had
violated international customary law when it proceeded with atmospheric nuclear testing. This testing was alleged to have caused
radioactive materials to be deposited on New Zealand and Australia.47 Following initial Court hearings, the French government publicly declared that it would cease all testing. The Court thereafter
held that the public declarations by the French government would
be given the force of international law, binding France as responsible for any harm that might result in the event that it resumed the

See Trail Smelter (U.S. v. Can.), 3 R.I.A.A. 1905 (1941).
43 See Marc Pallemaerts, International Legal Aspects of Long-Range Transboundary
Air Pollution, I HAGUE Y.B. INT'L L. 189 (1988).
" Corfu Channel (Alb. v. U.K.), 1949 I.CJ. 4 (April 9).
'4

45

Id.
Id. at 22.

See Nuclear Tests (N.Z. v. Fr.), 1974 I.CJ. 457 (December 20) and Nuclear
Test (Austi. v. Fr.), 1974 I.CJ. 253 (December 20).
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nuclear testing.
The Nuclear Tests cases, the Corfu Channel case, and the Trail
Smelter arbitration clearly demonstrate the readiness of international
legal institutions, upon proper pleading and strong proof of direct
causation, to recognize and enforce customary law so as to protect
states from transnational environmental damage. It is apparent that a
nation may not absolve itself of responsibility under customary law
for causing such environmental harm by pleading a "developing
country" defense or exception from responsibility. While customary
law recognizes no such Orwellian order, such disparity of responsibility is acknowledged and even codified by international agreements.
B. InternationalAgreements: Equality Norms Replaced By Entitlement Demand
1. Stockholm Declaration.
In the 1972 Stockholm Declaration on the Human Environment, the United Nations effectively codified the customary principle of international environmental law that was developed in the
Trail Smelter arbitration and Corfu Channel case. This most fundamental of multi-lateral agreements sought to hold nations of the
world responsible for environmental harms caused by them. While
acknowledging that nations have the "sovereign right to exploit their
own resources," the Stockholm Declaration, Principle 21, emphatically stated: "States have in accordance with the Charter of the
United Nations and the principles of international law ... the responsibility to ensure that activities within their jurisdiction and
control do not cause damage to the environment of other States or
of areas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction."
The Stockholm Declaration's forceful statement should be
accepted by responsible nations as guidance and authority for the
international acceptance and recognition of the customary law principles discussed above. As it is, the Stockholm Declaration has
served as a model for later multi-national agreements that were
designed to further regulate international environmental harms.

" Declaration of the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment
(Stockholm Declaration), U.N. Dor. A/Conf. 48/14IRev.I (1973), U.N. Publ. No.
E.73.11a14 (1974), reprinted in 11 I.L.M. 1416 (1972).
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2. Vienna Convention.
In 1985, 41 countries attended the United Nations' Vienna
Conference of Plenipotentiaries on Protection of the Ozone Layer.
The meeting resulted in the adoption, by 18 attendee countries, of
the Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer. 9
The Vienna Convention, a far-sighted agreement, raised hopes in the
international community concerning the future of international
agreements." As the then-Executive Director of UNEP described
the Convention:
This is the first global convention to address an issue that for the
time being seems far in the future and is of unknown promotions.
This convention, as I see it, is the essence of the anticipatory
response so many environmental issues call for: to deal with the
threat of the problem before we have to deal with the problem
itself."
The Vienna Convention signified the acceptance, and provided
a definition, of the problem of ozone depletion, and more importantly, it advanced solutions to the problem. In addition to agreeing to
share data and scientific information about ozone depletion, member
states to the Convention pledged to control and reduce CFC emissions. In relevant part, Article 2, Section 2 of the Convention provided:
To this end the Parties shall, in accordance with the means at their
disposal and their capabilities: ... Adopt appropriate legislative or
administrative measures and cooperate in harmonizing appropriate
policies to control, limit, reduce or prevent human activities under
their jurisdiction or control should it be found that these activities
have or are likely to have adverse effects resulting from modifications or likely modifications of the ozone layer.
The language of the 1985 Convention, requiring member states
to control, limit, and reduce ozone depleting activities at any time
such a negative causal link to such activities was found, was quite
strong. Its potency, however, was substantially diminished in follow-

See Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer, U.N. Doc.
UNEP/IG.53IRev.1, at 11 (1985), reprinted in 26 I.L.M. 1529 (1987).
" Sand, Protecting the Ozone Layer: The Vienna Convention Is Adopted, ENV'T,
June 1985, at 18, 40.
51

Id.
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ing years. Developing countries, demanding a better deal, successfully argued that the Convention was only a "framework" agreement. They asserted that the express language of the Convention
placed an affumative duty only on member states to control ozone
reducing activities in their territories, leaving non-member developing nations without a similar obligation.
3. Montreal Protocol.
Just months after the Vienna Convention was adopted, further
scientific information indicated that the ozone depletion problem
was more severe than originally thought. As noted above, scientists
reported an "ozone hole" over Antarctica that opened in September
and closed in October, leaving a gap in the earth's protective shield
from the ultraviolet rays of the sun in the interim. 2 This new information prompted the international community to impose specific
pollution reduction requirements on consenting nations.
The result was the Montreal Protocol on Substances That Deplete the Ozone Layer. As of late 1990, 63 nations, representing
over 90 percent of the world's consumption and production of
ozone-depleting chemicals, had ratified the Protocol. 3
Essentially, the Protocol requires each developed member-state
to reduce its production and consumption of ozone-depleting chemicals to 1986 levels by 1989.' 4 It further requires that member states
reduce CFC levels by 20 percent by 1993, and by an additional 30
percent by 1998." To encourage endorsement of the Protocol, Article 4 prohibits member states from importing controlled chemicals
or products from non-member countries. The ban on imports, however, like the other provisions of the Protocol, was not easily monitored or enforced. 6 As has become a popular reference, the trade
provisions have become "sticks" and "carrots" to non-member
states, enticing them to become members. Most significantly, the
Protocol made special provisions for developing countries. Article 5
of the Montreal Protocol allowed less developed countries (defined

52

Barrett-Brown, supra note 28 at 528; 'Alarming' Levels, supra note 1.

See Barrett-Brown, supra note 28.
Id.
" See Robert Hahn & Albert McGartland, The Political Economy of Instrument
Choice: An Examination of the U.S. Role in Implementing the Montreal Protocol, 83
Nw. U.L. REv. 592 (1989).
' See Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer, 26 I.L.M.
1541 (Sept 16, 1987).
54
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as those with annual calculated levels of consumption of ozone of
less than 0.3 kg per capita) a ten-year delay for compliance and an
escape mechanism for specific targets, if needed for "basic domestic
needs."57 The developed nations originally sought to limit the grace
period to five years and the consumption cap to 0.1kg, but ultimately acceded to the "developing" countries' demands.5" The Protocol
implicitly encouraged the use of CFC-substitutes, products that
ultimately have proven to be as harmful as CFCs to the ozone lay59

er.

4. London and Copenhagen Agreements, Rio Conference, Bangkok
Pledges, and Nairobi Grossing.
In 1990, again motivated by increasingly bad news from the
scientific community regarding the condition of the globe's ozone
layer, representatives of over 90 nations met in London to enforce
and modify the 1987 Protocol. Professor Joel A. Mintz summarized
the London accord as follows:
Faced with strong evidence that increasing stratospheric ozone
depletion poses a serious and growing threat to human health and
the world environment, the parties to the Montreal Protocol instituted important modifications in several of the Protocol's central
provisions. These modifications include: 1) adjustments strengthening existing measures for the control of substances covered by
the original Protocol; 2) control measures for ozone-depleting
substances not originally regulated; 3) establishment of a multilateral fund to assist developing countries in meeting Protocol commitments; 4) provisions for further investigation of specific scientific, technical, and legal matters.'
The London and Copenhagen Amendments strengthened the
shortcomings of the Protocol in some respects.6' Most importantly,
however, they increased the disparity between what was required of

57

Id.

See RICHARD ELLioT BENEDICT, OzONE DIPLOMACY 93 (1991).
See William Barnes, Greenpeace Criticizes UN Ozone Policy, S. CHINA MORNING PoST, Nov. 18, 1993, at 14 (News).
See Joel A. Mintz, Progress Toward A Healthy Sky: An Assessment of the Lon"
don Amendments to the Montreal Protocol on Substances That Deplete the Ozone Layer,
16 YALE J. INr'L L. 571, 578 (1991).
" See Report of the Second Meeting of the Parties to the Montreal Protocol on
Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer, U.N. Environment Programme, U.N. DOC.
EP/OzL. PRo.2/3 (1990).
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developed nations and less-developed countries.62
As previously noted, in the years following the London Agreements, additional scientific evidence was forthcoming indicating that
the ozone-depletion problem was worsening. Notwithstanding that
evidence, however, developing countries continued to receive the
disparate treatment that originated with the Montreal Protocol.
In both the Copenhagen Biological Diversity and the 1992 Rio
Climate Change Conventions, disparate expectations and responsibilities between north and south nations were codified.63 Ultimately,
both the Copenhagen and Rio agreements conditioned any significant compliance by developing nations on the receipt of money and
technical assistance from developed countries."
Similarly, at the November 1993 Bangkok fifth annual meeting
of the protocol,' only 22 nations pledged to phase-out the use of
hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), widely adopted as CFC substitutes, at faster rates than were required by the Montreal Protocol.'e
Indeed, the language of the Protocol was redrafted in Bangkok, and
its requirements significantly reduced, at the demand of the few
developing nations that joined the accord. Nevertheless, developed
countries acceded to developing nations' demands for the establishment of a $510 million, three-year budget for the London assistance

61

Id. at 578.

"At the 1992 meeting in Copenhagen, developed countries agreed to freeze their
HCFC consumption by 1996 and phase out all use by 2030." Environment: Accelerated
Phaseout of HCFCs Pledged By 22 Nations at Protocol Meeting, INT'L ENVTh. REP.
(BNA) A223 (Nov. 22, 1993) [hereinafter Accelerated Phaseout].
64 Interestingly, "[allthough $240 million was budgeted under the Montreal
Protocol's Multilateral Fund to assist developing nations with the phaseout of ozone
depleters, only $30 million was actually allocated." Ozone: Phase-Out Funding, Chem.
Alternatives Pose Problems, GREENwtSE, Worldview Section, Nov. 18, 1993, available in
LEXIS, Nexis Library, Allnws File [hereinafter Phase-Out Funding]. "This problem [was]
a result not only of the bureaucratic structure of the implementing agencies, but also
[was] due to a lack of interest on the part of many developing countries." Id.
' "Over 700 delegates, representing [the more than] 120 countries that have signed
the 1985 Vienna Convention on Ozone Layer Conservation and the 1989 Montreal Protocol to Phase Out Ozone Depleters, gathered in Bangkok for the meeting." Id.
' "Twenty-two nations have pledged to phase out hydrochlorofluorocarbons
(HCFCs) 15 years faster than is required by the Montreal Protocol on Substances that
Deplete the Ozone layer." Accelerated Phaseout, supra note 62. "HCFCs ... damage
the stratospheric ozone layer and are seen as a stopgap solution while better alternatives
are being developed." Id. Also, "a working group . . . approved a termination of all
halon production by the end of this year. Countries which had originally requested exemptions to produce halons for essential uses are now convinced that alternatives or
recycled halons will be sufficient." Ozone Depletion: Three-Year, $510 Million Budget
Approval at Montreal Protocol Meeting, INT'L ENV'T REP. (BNA) (Dec. 14, 1993) available in LEXIS, Nexis Library, Allnws File [hereinafter Ozone Depletion].
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fund.6

The principal debate at the Bangkok meeting was over the
strategies that were to be used to phase out CFC-alternative, ozonedestroying chemicals. Developing countries, at least tacitly supported by ambitious industrialized nations, including Japan,s argued
against "imperialistic" attempts' to limit developing countries'
continued use of common CFC substitutes and to control the manner in which Multilateral Funds were to be used. 70 Environmental
groups, principal among them Greenpeace, strongly objected to the
developing countries' stated concerns, noting that "transitional

chemicals are just as dangerous."' Ultimately, the meeting called

67

Ozone Depletion, supra note 65; Accelerated Phaseout, supra note 62. The fund

is intended to "assist developing countries in phasing out their use of substances that
deplete the stratospheric ozone layer as provided under the protocol." Ozone Depletion.
supra note 65; see Developed Countries Pledge Funds to Save Ozone Layer, JAPAN
EcoN. NEwswiRE, Nov. 19, 1993, available in LEXIS, Nexis Library, Alnws File.
' Japanese industry is heavily invested in manufacturing appliances using environmentally-harmful substances. See Barnes, supra note 58; Greenpeace Raps Developing
Countries Over Ozone Issue, JAPAN ECON. NEwsWiRE, Nov. 17, 1993, available in
LEXIS, Nexis Library, Allnws File [hereinafter Greenpeace Raps].
The Swiss delegation favored the formation of "technology panels and implementing agencies favoring alternatives that are 'the most environmentally and cost-effective in the long-term.'" Ozone Depletion, supra note 65. The intent of the delegation's
proposal was to encourage the transfer of new technologies that have no ozone depletion
potential. The Swiss proposal was objected to by representatives from Malaysia, India.
and Venezuela, a move that was puzzling because it was intended "to prevent developing
countries from being saddled with solutions soon destined to be obsolete." Accelerated
Phaseout, supra note 62. "Some of the latest technology, for example, involving hydrocarbons, could be cheaper from the start." Id.
"o "[S]ome countries are unhappy that foreign technology is transferred to them but
that they have not received research and development money directly to find their own
alternatives. 'There's a feeling that funding for R&D tends to favor the few
rather than the majority.' " Ozone Depletion, supra note 62.
"
Phase-Out Funding, supra note 63.
[E]nvironmentalists at the meeting said that permitting developing countries
to continue using damaging chemicals for many years made a mockery of
The international
much of the progress that has already been made. ....
environmental treaty, known as the Montreal Protocol, is said to be flawed
because although the use of ozone destroyers like Halon and
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) will be phased out rapidly, the use of almost
as harmful substitute chemicals known as HFCs and HCFCs could actually
increase.
Barnes, supra note 58. "Greenpeace asserts that the international agreements on preserving the earth's protective ozone layer are 'misguided and harmful,' and 'not rigorous
enough in encouraging the use of nonharmful chemicals.'" Environmental Pacts Called
Toothless, WASH. TusEs, Nov. 18, 1993, at AIS.
Grenpeace ... charged certain developing countries with backsliding on
their commitment to protect the ozone layer. 'Some developing nations are
blocking the proposal to establish firm criteria for adopting permanent,
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for the identification of ozone-destroying substances and for them
"to be progressively phased out by the turn of the century, but under
a timetable determined by each country."72
In October 1994, the Montreal signatories met in Nairobi,
where the agenda for discussion was largely dominated by controversy over setting detailed rules for CFC abolition 73 and demands
by developing nations for money. As reported, several developing
nations warned that the Montreal accord was being placed in jeopardy by developed nations' "neglect" in paying financial "contributions" to the south. 4 India's minister for the environment, Kama
Nath, stated that there was a shortfall of 155 million dollars (U.S.
Dollars) in the joint fund established to fund technology transfer,
and threatened dire consequences resulting from the north's failure
to pay: "If the Montreal Protocol is threatened, the Convention on
Climate Change is threatened; if the Convention on Climate Change
in threatened, those on Biodiversity Conservation and the soon-to-be
signed Combatting of Decertification are threatened."' Clearly, the
threat of what might be termed an "environmental treaty domino"
scenario by the south deserves careful attention. 6

ozone friendly alternatives rather than interim chemical substitutes that have
adverse environmental impacts,' the group's ozone coordinator Michael
Affleck told a press conference. 'That will make it more difficult for developing countries to obtain state-of-the-an ozone friendly technologies that
are now available in leading developed countries,' Affleck said. The group
said the nations opposing the Swiss proposal had currently invested heavily
in industries using HCFCs, HTCs, and CFCs, with technology support from
developed countries like Japan, the U.S., and France.
Greenpeace Raps, supra note 68.
'Alarming' Levels, supra note 1.
" See Detailed Rules on CFC Abolition Set, JAPAN ECON. NEWSWIRE, October 8,
1994, available in LEXIS, News Library, Alnws File.
74 See Western States Accused of Dragging Heels on Slowing Ozone Depletion,
DEITrSCHE PREsSE-AGENTURE, Oct. 6, 1994, available in LEXIS, News Library, Allnews
file.
Id.
As discussed more fully below, the Nairobi Conference also rejected Japan's
request for CFC exemptions. See UNEP To Turn Down Japan's Request for CFC Exemptions, JAPAN EcoN. NEWSWIRE, Sept. 21, 1994, available in LEXIS, News Library,
Allnws File [hereinafter UNEP].
5
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IIl. STARK RELIEF: THE UNITED STATES AS A MODEL OF
RESPONSIBILITY, DOING MORE THAN IS REQUIRED

In contrast to developing countries, which have looked for
loopholes out of the requirements of customary and treaty law in the
area of ozone depletion, developed nations of the world, by and
large, have done more than is legally required of them to address
the problem.' In October 1993, President Bill Clinton announced
the United States' commitment to address not only ozone depletion,
but also to reduce emissions of all "greenhouse" gases to 1990
levels by the year 2000.78 Designed for "rapid implementation," the
44-point "Global Climate Action Plan" is intended to reduce both
ozone-depleting and carbon-related gases.'
The Plan is "based on solid scientific and economic analysis,
including funding to back up each and every proposal it contains."' It contains various "business-government" partnership programs, including proposals for the improvement of commercial and
residential energy efficiency, measures to stimulate $60 billion in
private investment in environmental technologies, and other measures, totalling $2 billion by the next century, to combat ozone
depletion and resulting global warming." In announcing the Plan,
President Clinton stated:
The energy savings we achieve will lower the cost of doing business in America and make us more competitive on the world
market and more prosperous here at home.... I know that the
precise magnitude and patterns of climate change cannot be fully
predicted, but global warming clearly is a growing long-term
threat with profound consequences. 2
The voluntary push from the United States was met with acceptance by HCFC producers. 3 The Alliance for Responsible Atmo-

7 See Robert C. Cowen, New Gains, Problems in Ozone Layer, CHRISTIAN S0.
MONIToR, June 1, 1994, at 14 (Science and Technology).
7'8Melissa Healy, Clinton Unveils First Phase of Fast Action Global Warming
Plan, L.A. TIMES, Oct. 20, 1993, at AS.
79

Id.

Environment, Clinton Says Action Plan Will Create Jobs, Cut Deficit, Protect
Environment, DAILY REP. FOR EXEc. (BNA) at A201 (Regulation, Economics and Law)
"

(Oct. 20, 1993).
81 Id.
'a

Id.

'3

The plan was not accepted by all environmental groups. See Brad Knickerbocker,
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spheric Policy commended the Plan that agreed to reduce the emis-

sions of by-product HFC-23 by 4.05 million metric tons by the turn
of the century." The group noted, however, that the "U.S. policy
should not discourage nor penalize those industries which have or
will invest in HCFC technology or facilities."85 Just a few days
after the President announced the "Global Climate Action Plan," the
Environmental Protection Agency issued a final rule on the "Protection of the Stratospheric Ozone." '6 The rule establishes a regulatory
scheme for implementing the requirements of section 613 of Title
VI of the 1990 Clean Air Act, and specifically encourages maximum substitution of alternative chemicals for ozone-depleting substances."
Unfortunately, the United States, together with other responsible nations, cannot solve the global problem of ozone-depletion if
the developing world continues current CFC production and consumption trends. Hence, President Clinton of the United States
recently "urged other industrialized countries to move rapidly to

Some Greens Say Ozone Plan Contains Too Much Hot Air, CHRISTIAN. So. MoNIToR,
Oct. 21, 1993, at 3.
84 Id.
85 Id.
'6 See Environment, Rule on Procurement of Ozone-Depletes Covers More Entities
Than Executive Order, DAILY REP. FOR ExEc. (BNA) at A203 (Regulation, Economics
and Law) (Oct. 22, 1993).
' See EPA Issues Regulations for Government Compliance with CAA Section 613,
OZONE DEPLETION NETWORK ONLINE TODAY, Oct. 27, 1993 available in LEXIS, Nexis
Library, Curnwa File [hereinafter EPA Issues Regulations].
Commendable as the Clinton Administration's first efforts may appear, events
occurring since that time illustrate that the political pressures to allow production and
consumption of CFC depleting substances are as formidable in the north as the south.
Consider the following:
Hours before voting begins on the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA), President Clinton has managed in one slick deal to sell out
ozone protection for the votes of a few Florida congressmen, and to cater
to the chemical interests in his home state of Arkansas, by allowing continued use and production of a toxic fumigant that is a potent ozone destroyer. . . . [The chemical at issue, methyl bromide,] is widely used by
Florida growers, and is manufactured in the United States exclusively by
two Arkansas companies .... The two companies produce half of the
world's methyl bromide. . . . While scientists agree that the class of chemicals known as CFCs are the main culprits in the destruction of the ozone
layer, methyl bromide is 30 to 120 times faster than CFCs at ozone destruction. The chemical is estimated to account for 8 to 10 percent of
current ozone depletion, and this figure could increase to 15 percent by
2000.
Greenpeace Says Clinton Sells Out Ozone or Four NAFTA Votes, U.S. NEwswlRE, Nov.
17, 1993, available in LEXIS, Nexis Library, Allnws File.
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produce plans as detailed, as realistic, and as achievable as ours.""8
However, the call to action should have been, made to all nations-industrialized and less developed alike.
IV. CHALLENGING ASYMMETRICAL TREATMENT: A RESPONSE To
BING LING'S "DEVELOPING COUNTRIES AND OzoNE LAYER
PROTECTION"

In a recent article published by the Tulane Environmental Law
Journal, Bing Ling presented an argument for the "new-established
Ozone layer protection regime." That regime, as previously noted, is
uniquely premised on the international community's recognition,
acceptance, and promotion of the "special needs and interests of the
developing countries." 9 In addition to supporting the disparate
treatment model for ozone protection agreements, the article suggests that the model should "serve as a paradigm for future environmental regimes."'
After concisely summarizing the science and history of ozone
depletion research, the work first chronicles the international
community's evolving response to the ozone problem.9' The section focuses on the special status that was accorded developing
counties in Vienna, Montreal, London, Copenhagen, and Rio.' In
the second section, entitled "Duties, Entitlement and Equity," Bing
Ling asserts that any discussion of international environmental law
must begin with the recognition of developing countries' need for
economic growth." He fairly emphasizes the disparity of income
and consumption between north and south,' and presents the
traditional arguments concerning the domestic "sovereignty" of

EPA Issues Regulations, supra note 86.
Bing Ling, Developing Countries and Ozone Layer Protection: Issues, Principles
and Implications, 6 TULANE ENVTL U. 91, 97 (Winter 1992).
'9 Id. at 91.
91 Id.
92

Id.

93 id.

9 The article, however, neglects discussion of the south's responsibility for its own
exploding populations. The population explosion in developing nations, however, is directly related to the ozone depletion problem. Consider the following:
By the turn of the century, the world population will top 6 billion. By
2010, another billion people will be added to the world's population....
The fastest population growth is in those countries least capable economically of sustaining it.

Special Report: Seeking a New World: Notes on the Current Status, L.A. TIMEs, Dec.

11, 1990, at H4.
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At direct issue, the article presents the

First, the primary responsibility of industrialized nations for causing the environmental crisis, together with their vast assumption of
the world's economic wealth, calls for them to take primary responsibility commensurate with their share of global financial and
technological resources .... In terms of equitable international
environmental lawmaking, the developed countries must bear the
heavier treaty obligation, implement stricter control measures over
shorter periods of time and have less access to defenses for noncompliance than the LDCs.'
"Equity" constructs are soon followed by "entitlement" arguments; accommodation becomes reparation to be paid from the
bounty resulting from developed countries's past economic successes. Although the work recognizes that the environmental danger of
CFC production had only been discovered in the 1970s, it reasons:
The North earned a kind of hidden subsidization at the expense of
degrading the pollution-carrying capacity of the world's eco-systems, while building economic and trade domination over the
South. The costs which they are not obliged to disburse merely
represent belated repayment of the debts that they should have
paid long ago. The developing countries whose development options are preempted by the North's environmental contamination,
are now being asked to share the burden without deriving any of

" The domestic sovereignty arguments from the south are well-worn and predictable. Consider the following:
The Non-Aligned Movement, in a joint statement prepared by Indonesia for
next month's summit, warns the West against using human rights and
environmental concerns to interfere in the affairs of developing countries .... NAM countries support human rights values. But (Indonesia]
says these must be considered in the context of a country's social, economic and cultural traditions. . . 'No country or group of countries
should therefore arrogate to themselves the role of judge and jury .... [Alny attempt to use human rights as a condition for extending
socio-economic assistance

. . .

must be rejected ...

' the NAM summit

statement prepared by Indonesia says. The document, made available to
Reuters, demands urgent international action to tackle what it calls lifethreatening climatic change, depletion of the ozone layer, degradation of
the global life support system, water and air pollution and the testing of
nuclear weapons. But the statement, in a reference to issue such as growing concern over the depletion of rain forests, insists developing countries
have the right to use their own resources.
Moses Manoharan, Non-Aligned Draft Issues Warning on Human Rights, THE REUTER
LIBR. REP., August 11, 1992, available in LOGS, Nexis Library, Allnws File.
9 Bing Ling, supra note 89, at 103-04.
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the socio-economic benefits enjoyed over time by the North. The
entitlement of the LDCs to environmental compensation is simply
a device to restore fairly to the South the same development opportunities the North enjoyed many decades ago.97
According to Bing Ling's theory, the developed world is to
bear primary moral and financial responsibility for all past CFC
production and consumption in a strict liability norm." At the end
of the 20th Century, the developed world must pay for this past
activity, even though it did not realize at the time that it was
harmful, by subsidizing present and future CFC-pollutive activities
of the under-developed parts of the world." The intricate logic of
this argument is clever and may well represent the south's
understanding of the present international environmental regime, but
it far from compelling.
Certainly, the developed world bears responsibility for CFC
consumption and production that occurs any time after it obtained
knowledge of the harmful effects, but it cannot be held responsible
for present and future environmental harms caused by the activities
of underdeveloped nations. Imposing such an obligation on developed countries would indeed be tantamount to an acceptance of the
unacceptable concept of international reparations borne of resentment and jealousy over the north's past economic success. In a
political debate, the reparation concept is unacceptable; as the basis
for development of international legal obligations and regimes, it is
reprehensible.
In the article's third section, entitled "Asymmetrical Treatments," the author further advocates a more general application of
the reparations concept, as he favorably describes the tendency of
modem international environmental treaties "to lay down differential
rights and obligations for different groups of states."" He correctly describes the basis of this disparity: "Asymmetrical treatment in
global environmental treaties is predicated by the essential need for
universal participation in the regime."'"' Of course, the article similarly supports the south's demands for billions of dollars in financial assistance as payment for the south's limited participation in

Id. at 104.
9 Id.
9 id.
-o Id. at 106.
10' Id. at 107.
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ozone protection." 2 Bing Ling justifies this disparity of
responsibility by depicting it as being based on commitment and
cooperation; yet he accurately describes the poverty of academic
discourse regarding the theory of such inequality of responsibility,
stating "the validity of establishing differential treatments to
accession to the Montreal Protocol is rarely
encourage LDCs'
10 3
questioned."'
Most interesting and informative as to the future direction of
the international environmental law, the article affirms the view that
monies coming from the north to the south are now vested
entitlements,' °4 sounding the south's new "noncompliance"
threat/position in the absence of sufficiency of such aid:
"[d]eveloping countries may be exempt from compliance with the
control measures [of the ozone agreements] if financial and technical aid is unavailable or inadequate."'' 5 In a correlative issue, the
article supports internalized dispute resolution based on the new
regime's "proceduralization," to enforce the inequity of responsibility, and criticizes the "old judicial process" based on neutral, adjudicative enforcement of international agreement.'°The north should
be grateful that Bing Ling's article so clearly demonstrates the current direction of south's demand for asymmetrical treatment, pollution entitlement, and distribution of economic wealth. Developed
nations, and all the world's peoples who are concerned about the
environment, should take the article's conclusion as fair warning:
Global environmental regimes can hardly attain their prescribed
goals if participation by developing countries is not assured. Special consideration of the need and interests of developing countries
is a common issue for nearly all the global environmental protection regimes .... The ozone regime soundly addresses the issue
and will serve as a pardigm for other environmental regimes."°

"0

Bing Ling, supra note 89, at 107.

0

id. at 108. The work does note that the differential provisions are increasingly

raising practical concerns. See Ved P. Nanda, Trends In International Environmental Law,
20 CAL. W. INT'L L. 187, 194 (1990); Paul R. Tourangeau, The Montreal Protocol on
Substances That Deplete the Ozone Layer: Can It Keep Us All From Needing Hats,
Sunglasses, and Suntan Lotion?, 11 HASTINGS INT'L & COMP. L. REV. 509, 524-25
(1988); Jill Granat & John Weig, Present Efforts Will Not Make the Holes Disappear:
International Efforts to Protect the Ozone Layer, 5 FLA. J. INT'L L. 135, 141 (1989).
04 Bing Ling, supra note 89, at 110-15.
Id.
Ias
116 Id. at 116-23.
IId. at 123 (emphasis added).
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If unchecked, the inequity of responsibility that has evolved within
the ozone protection regime may well spread to weaken and threaten
other international efforts to protect the globe's environment. Reasonable efforts by the north to accommodate and compromise may
be further misinterpreted or remade into economic and pollution
entitlement by some developing nations.
V. SHIFTING THE OzONE DEBATE TO BETTER GROUND:

CUSTOMARY INTERNATIONAL LEGAL NORMS ("SIc UTERE TUo UT
ALIENUM NON LAEDAS") AND SOVEREIGN RESPONSIBILITY

The present crisis in the area of ozone depletion, combined
with the increasingly bad news that is being reported by the scientific community, mandates that the world community reconsider the
present approach that it is taking to the ozone problem. Not only
should all nations reflect on the ability of our present international
legal institutions to achieve a mass, positive response to the problem,"08 but also, and more immediately, the world community
must reevaluate the importance of its unique duty to protect natural
resources that are undeniably common to all. While cries of national
sovereignty, requests for economic equity, and demands for reparations by developing nations may have a place in environmental
disputes touching on natural resources unique to those countries,
such appeals no longer can determine the course of the debate in the
area of ozone depletion.
Is this this issue not clearly a concern of fundamental human
rights? Consider statements made in 1990 by Pope John Paul II at

One participant in the environmental debate, Hilary French, author of a March
1992 study by Worldwatch Institute argues that fundamental reform is needed for the
United Nations, the World Bank and other international institutions because they were

created half a century ago, when environmental issues were not even on national agendas, much less of pressing international concern. Dianne Dumanoski, Global Solutions
Sought on Pollution, BOSTON GLOBE, Mar. 15, 1992, at 8 (National and Foreign).

It would appear that some progress has already been made. In November 1993,
the World Bank announced that it would:
[Llink loans to Asian governments and industry to sound environmental
practices in order to cut production losses. .. . Carter Brandon, an economist with the World Bank's Asia Technical Department, Environmental and
Natural Resources Division, outlined the goals of the new lending policy.... Rather than lend money to clean up existing pollution, he said,
more emphasis will be given to prevention in such environmental concerns
as the ozone layer, acid rain, deforestation and pollution.
World Bank to Link Loans for Asia to Environmental Practices, AGENCE FR. PRESSE,
Nov. 25, 1993, available in LEXIS, Nexis Library, Allnws File.
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his annual New Year's Day Peace message:
There is a growing awareness .. that world peace is threatened
not only by the arms race, regional conflicts and continued injusices among peoples and nations but also by a lack of due respect
for nature .... The fruits of the Earth are divinely intended as a
common heritage for all mankind.... Responsibility for protecting the environment and for limiting damage already inflicted,
such as ... depletion of the ozone layer . . . lies with the entire
human community - individuals, states and international bodies.... The right to a safe environment is ever more insistently
presented today as a right that must be included in an updated
Charter of Human Rights."°
In framing the future ozone debate, considering public policy
actions, and structuring domestic and international agreements governing ozone-depleting activities, the health and welfare of the actual victims of solar radiation exposure must be recognized and be
given priority. The developed nations certainly bear responsibility
for advancing and protecting the interests of those individuals, especially in the face of the developing world's continuing economic
complaints based on "entitlement" and "noncompliance."
Additionally, the developed world should take more careful
measure of the south's guilt-laden argument that the north must
make reparation for pre-1970s CFC consumption and production.
Serious reconsideration must be given to the north's accession to the
south's demands for money for agreeing "someday" to stop harming
the world's ozone layer. Trade sanctions may well have to be considered as an alternative "stick" to insure immediate cooperation
with environmental norms." 0

'09 William D. Montalbano, Pope Warns of Global Ecological Crisis; Environment:
Pontiffs Peace Message Attacks Consumer Greed and Pillaging of Resources, L.A.
TIMES, Dec. 6, 1989, at A6. Always geo-politically correct, however, the Pope also noted
that "developing nations, often saddled by huge debts, must be helped in developing
their resources safely.... [lilt [is] unfair to hold them to standards that industrialized
countries d[o] not observe." Jennifer Parnelee, Pope Says Environmental Misuse Threatens
World Stability; Pontiffs Message Decries 'Unbridled Consumption,' Third World
'Recklessness', WAS. POST, Dec. 6, 1989, at A20. "The pontiff said industrialized countries had no right to demand restrictive environmental standards from developing countries unless they first applied those standards themselves." Pope Pleads for Right to a
Safe Environment, L.A. TIMES, Dec. 5, 1989, at P2. Of course, the Pope made no mention of the degree to which overpopulation of the globe worsens all environmental problems.
11 See generally Steve Charnovitz, 6 A TAXONOMY OF ENVTL. TRADE MEASURES 1
(1993).
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In a further refraining of the debate, developed countries should
counter the developing countries "sovereignty" argument by always
returning to the customary notions of international law that were
developed in the Trail Smelter arbitration, the Corfu Channel cases,
and the Nuclear Testing opinions. This law was incorporated into
the Stockholm Declaration and should be the basis for all future
agreements. Only after the fight to protect the world's ozone layer
has been shifted to more level ground will the north be in a position
to give substantial assistance to the south to promote safe, sustainable development."' Such assistance could come in the form of
technology transfer, information sharing, and direct aid."' This aid
would be given in the spirit of unity and common purpose, however, not in response to demands for retribution and recognition of the
right to pollute. The north should be constant in addressing the
human rights component of this environmental problem. Those
individuals who will pay the ultimate price if the north fails to find
and exercise the resolve to protect our ozone layer will universally
be the least wealthy, healthy, and powerful residents of our globe.
In a worst case scenario, asymmetrical international environmental paradigms that are based on inequality of responsibility
would threaten to produce overwhelming resentment in certain individual developed nations. If fueled by concern over a serious economic downturn, this resentment could well build to such a degree
that the north's unity of purpose and commitment to long-term
environmental protection would break. Japan's unsuccessful attempt
to claim exemption status for the continued production and use of
certain CFCs perhaps warns of the possibility of such a future
breakdown of the north's unity."' The south should carefully consider the resentment resulting from unequal environmental regimes,
and ponder the worst case scenario of such resentment leading to a
breakdown of northern unity."'

.. See Robert Housman & Darwood Zaele, Trade, Environment, and Sustainable
Development, 15 HASTING INT'L & ComP. L. REV. 535 (1992).
,2 See International Technology Transfer: Constructing and Financing Environmental Progress, 15 LOY. L.A. INT'L & Comp. L. 731 (1993).
"' Japan Seeking Approval for Continued Use of Some CFCs Due to Terminated in
1994, DAILY ENV'T REP. (BNA), available in LEXIS, News Library, Allnws File.
'1 See UNEP, supra note 76.
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CONCLUSION

The disturbing Antarctic ozone hole growth reported in October
1994, considered together with the Kett-McElroy research showing
an increasing amount of hazardous ultraviolet rays reaching the
earth's surface and demonstrating a direct causal link between those
increases and destruction of the ozone layer, should sound a clear
warning to nations regarding the continued malignant hazard of
ozone depletion.
In response, the developed world must seek better ground on
which to fight to protect the ozone layer, and to protect potential
victims of solar radiation exposure. The north must retreat from
positions of environmental appeasement solely for the sake of claiming common ground with, and accommodation of, the south. Perhaps the north's future recognition of the south's unique development position should be predicated on the south's acceptance of
customary international norms of responsibility versus negligence.
Whether in enforcing customary law, interpreting existing treaty
obligations, or drafting future international agreements, the international environmental legal debate must be reframed to first demand
environmental sovreign responsibility from all nations of the world,
north and south. Only after moving the debate to level ground
should the developed nations be prepared to lend substantial technological, financial and information assistance. Such assistance should
always be understood to be cooperative aid, borne of the north's
concern with protecting the global environment and insuring human
rights, and never to be misinterpreted as reparation or entitlement.

